
In perfect harmony: home offers grace, beauty and serenity 

Some places beckon you to just be – to breathe, re-energize. They entice you to paint your life full on 
their inviting, open canvas.  

These are the places we long to call home.  

Nestled on the western edge of Boulder, sits such a remarkable place.  Originally designed and lived in 
by the late master architect and Boulder resident, Charles Haertling, the home at 855 Circle Drive is 
graced with an easy spirit and appointed with European minimalism, spectacular Flatiron views, and a 
lightness of being that comes from the harmony of nature.  

This rare gem is on the market for the first time in many decades. 

"Our Boulder-based French feng shui architect, Dominique Fratkin, told us we would never want to 
leave this house and she was right - so much so that it has taken us twenty years … to painfully decide to 
sell it to simplify our lives," say the owners of the one of a kind home.   

Architect Fratkin was tapped to help the homeowners add a second master suite in 1997. Having 
recently come to America from France, Fratkin joined forces with Boulder designer Steve Vosper to 
ensure the project met local building requirements.  

"When we realized it was Haertling's own home, we researched the story of the house," explains 
Fratkin, whose architectural style is centered in feng shui.  

"I worked from silence – it was the only way to respect the work that was done before. I went to the 
land by myself, sat on the hill and just listened, listened to the site and what was there. Then I went back 
to my drafting table and the process of redesigning it became very easy." 

The resulting design merges home and nature, bringing the outdoors into a spacious, pristine interior. 
The lines are clean, as are the color and materials. White walls are accented by cherry flooring and huge 
floor to ceiling windows bathe the home in sunlight. Sliding doors present the yard and envelopes you 
with a sense of calm, peace and natural beauty.   

The kitchen's open floorplan allows for a large centered table – a style true to European tradition – 
perfect for gatherings of family and friends. The scene is an irresistible invitation for sharing special 
moments, sustenance and revelry.  

To add the new primary bedroom suite, Fratkin extended the house to the south and created a terrace 
on the roof of the new section. "The terrace connects to the land and creates a yard and a wonderful, 
wonderful touch," she says. 

Arches serve as welcoming arms, embracing the land as they extend from the house to south and follow 
the shape of the hill while framing the Flatirons.  "It's like a sculpture and is very beautiful with the sun 
and the shadows," describes Fratkin in an accent confirming her French heritage.  



This incredible vista, along with a wonderful yard for pizza parties, and living all on one floor lead the 
homeowners' long list of what they love about the house.   

"It is built atop the foundation that [Haertling] designed for his own house and where he lived until he 
sold it. From our living room, we actually look up Flagstaff Mountain and at two of his sculptural house 
designs," they note. 

In true Colorado style, the home offers continual enjoyment of the spectacular outdoors. Immersing 
yourself is as simple as stepping through the glass doorways. Natural stones make a flower-dotted path 
encircling the home for a tour of the grounds. Or you can readily bike up Flagstaff, hike the Flatirons, or 
walk to downtown for dinner or shopping.  

The mountain-tucked location offers the best of winter and summer. "In winter, we get more snow than 
downtown, so it is absolutely gorgeous. But it is, on average, about five to seven degrees warmer in 
winter than the plains, so the snow on the driveway generally melts with the next morning’s sun. Yet it is 
cooler than downtown in the summer and always comfortable, even on the hottest days," say the 
homeowners. 

The overall effect is a wonderful, spacious, quiet, relaxed feeling – a tribute to the home's feng shui 
influences.  

"You need to look at the energy in the house, which comes through the doors and windows, and how it 
is channelized and contained," Fratkin says, explaining her goal of rebalancing the home's energy. "The 
same way you work with acupuncture and rebalancing the body energy, you do the same thing for a 
house," she says.  

Fratkin sums the result up simply, "The home speaks for itself. People only need to walk in to feel it."  

As for the homeowners, they are sad this chapter is closing, but happy to share this jewel with the next 
owner.  

"We truly envy whoever purchases our home." 

 

 

 


